Terminology and notation
Throughout this paper, the term abjebra is understood to refer to an associative linear algebra over the complex field, and vector spaces always have complex scalars. We recall that a le/t module for a unital algebra 9~ is a vector space ~ equipped with a bflinear mapping (A, m)-->Am: ~I • 7~/-~ such that Im =m, AI(A~m) =(A1A~)m whenever A x, A~Eg~ and mE ~; the concept of right module is defined similarly. A two.sided 9~-module is a vector space ~ which is both a left 9~-module and a right 9~-module, the left and right actions of 9~ on 7/2 being related by the condition (Alm)A2=AI (mA~) .
By a two-sided Banach module for a Banach algebra 9~ we mean a Banach space ~/~ which is a two-sided 9~-module for which the bilinear mappings (A, m)~Am, (A, m)-+mA from 9~ • ~ into 7~/are bounded. If, further, ~ is (isometrically isomorphic to) the dual space of a Baaach space ~, and, for each A in ~, the mappings m-~Am and m~mA:
-+ ~ are weak * continuous, we refer to 7/l as a two-sided dual 9~-module. With 1YZ~(91, :?H) defined to be Z~(91, ivy) N zYC~(91, ~), it follows at once from the coboundary formula that A maps/VC~(91, :~/) into n+l NZc (9~, 7~/) (n=0, 1, 2, ...). Weprovein Corollary 3.5 that, if ~ is a two-sided dual module for a C*-algebra 9~, then each Q in Z~(91, ~) is cohomologous to (that is, differs by a coboundary from) an element of Nzn(91, ~). It turns out that, for C*-algebras, elements of NZ~(91, 91) are in some respects more easily handled than general norm-continuous cocycles--a point that is illustrated by our proof, in section 4, that H~(R, R)=0 (n=l, 2 .... ) when ~ is atype I yon Neumana algebra.
We denote by B(~4) the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on the Hilbert space ~4. If 9~ is a C*-algebra acting on ~ and ~ is a normed closed subspace of B(~), then ~ is a two-sided Banach ~-module (with Am and mA the usual operator products) provided AmE~ and mAE~ whenever AEg~ and mE~. The cases in which ~=9~, We refer to elements of C~(gJ, ~) as normal n-cochains. Bearing in mind the ultraweakweak * continuity of the mappings A->Am, A->mA, it is apparent that the cobonndary operator A (again defined by (1) 
Centre normalisation of coeycles
The main result of this section, Theorem 3. 
L]~M~a 3.2.1] ~ is a Banach algebra with centre C, ~ is a two.sided Banach ~-module, n >11 and ~ in Z~(g[, ~) vanishes whenever any o/its arguments lies in C, then ~NZ~(~, ~).
Pro@ By Lemma 3.1,
whenever l~</'~<n, C~ C and A~, ..., A~ffgA. Furthermore, the first n terms in the ex- For completeness, we give a proof of the following lemma, which is of familiar type. It results from (5) and (6) 
LwM~A 3.3. Suppose that ~ is a two-sided dual module/or a unital Banach algebra 9~, ~ is the multiplieative group o] all invertible elements o/ 9~, ~ is a subgroup o/~ with an invariant mean/~, and loo(~, ~) is the Banach space o~ all bounded ~-valued /unctions q~ on V, with I[•H =sup {Hv(v)II: VEV}. Then there is a norm-decreasing linear mapping fi /rom l~('~, ~) into ~ such that (i) if A, BEGS, qJEloo(~, ~) and q~(V)=Aq~(V)B ]or all V in ~, then fi(~)=Afi(q~)B; (ii) i/ WE~, q~El~(~, ~) and q~w(V)=q~(VW) /or all V in ~9, then fi(q~w)=fi(q~);
We prove next that
By linearity, it suffices to consider the case in which Ak+l E ~0. Now the first k terms in the expansion of (A~)(AI, 
In the expansion of (An) (7) and (8) . This completes the inductive construction of ~ .... , tn, and so proves the theorem.
C o R 0 L L A R u 3.5. If 9.I is a unital C *-algebra, ~ is a two.sided dual 9~-module and n >1 1, then Z~(Oft, 7~)=Bn(9~, ~]~) +zYZ~(9~, 7tl).
Cr (9~, 7tl) satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 3.4.
Proof. With 
Cohomology of type I yon Neuman algebras

. Suppose that ~ is a yon Neumann algebra of type Im (where the cardinal m need not be finite), C is the centre o/~, {Ejk: i, kE J} is a self-ad~oint system o/matrix units in ~ with each pro~ection Ejj abelian and ~jEI Ez=I , and 0 in C~(7~, ~) satisfies p(CA) = C~(A) /or all C in C and A in ~. Then, for each h in J and A in ~,
~ Ejho(EajA )" (11) ]GJ
converges in the ultra, strong topology to an element a(A) o/ ~, and ]](~(A)]] ~< II IIIIAII.
Proof. Since * isomorphisms between yon Neumann algebras are ultrastrongly bicontinuous, it is sufficient to prove the result for some yon Neumann algebra which is * isomorphic to ~; accordingly, we assume that ~ has an abelian commutant, whence ~'= C. The abelian yon Neumann algebra Ehh ~Eaa( = CEhh) has abelian commutant R'Eaa( = CEhh) and is therefore maximal abelian as an algebra of operators acting on the range space of Ehh. which, in view of (13), completes the proof of (12). 
it is sufficient to prove that 
This heuristic argument needs justification in two places; it is necessary to vahdate the equality
<E,h e(~j C,~ Ehk)x, y> = ~j <E,~ e(C,k E~)x, y> (20)
used at stage (18), and the change in order of summation at (19). Since yE ~40, there is a finite subset F of J such that Ejj y = 0 for all ?" in J -F; so all terms in which j E J -F, in (19) and the preceding line, are zero. Thus j can be restricted to the finite set F, and the change in order of summation is permissible. It remains to prove (20).
Let :~ denote the class of all finite subsets F of J. From (16) and the continuity on bounded sets of the mapping T~ TT* in the strong * topology,
Since Ehn has central carrier 1, the mapping C-+CEhh is a *-isomorphism from C onto CEhh, and is therefore bicontinuous on bounded sets in the strong * topology. This, with 
. ).
Pro@ By Corollary 3.5, each element of Z~(R, R) is cohomologous to some ~ in ZrZ2(R, R); and it suffices to prove that oEB~(~, R).
In the first place we suppose that R is of type Ira, for some cardinal m, and we select 
